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Abstract

We indicate that membrane nanotubes may have an important role in directed transport of membrane vesicles
different membrane-enclosed compartments in cells. We present experimental evidence that small blebs of pho
nanotube may travel along the nanotube and act as vehicles for transporting the enclosed solution. We have also
similar small membrane blebs of a long membrane tube in red blood cells. In both cases the small vesicles seem
distended integral part of the membrane tube and not independent vesicles entrapped within the tube.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Tubular structures seem to be rather common
organic [1,2] and inorganic [3–5] systems. Phosp
lipid micro and nanotubes [1] may be formed
a result of mechanical excitation in various micr
manipulative methods [6,7]. Phospholipid nanotu
have also been found [8,9] in a suspension of
ant bilayer liposomes grown in an alternating el
tric field [10]. In this case the phospholipid na
otubes were attached to giant bilayer liposomes
were stable for many hours without any external s
bilizing forces, presumably due to in-plane orien
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tional ordering of the phospholipid molecules [9
However, tubular structures composed of memb
neous material were also found in red blood ce
Membrane nanotubes have been detected in red b
cells connecting the daughter vesicles to the p
ent cell [11]. Also, it was observed that addi
anisotropic dimeric amphiphiles [12] or amphiphil
with a strongly anisotropic hydrophilic head (dodec
maltoside) [13] to the erythrocyte suspension resu
in a release of long and thin (diameter≈ 30–60 nm)
tubular micro and nanoexovesicles from the eryth
cyte membrane. It was shown that deviatoric elas
ity [4,14,15] may provide an explanation for the s
bility of the observed micro and nanotubular exove
cles [12].
hts reserved.
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In this work giant 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero
3-phosphocholine (POPC) bilayer liposomes w
prepared by a modified method of electroformat
[9,10] at room temperature. In the procedure [9],
phospholipid was dissolved in a chloroform/metha
mixture and spread over a pair of platinum electrod
The solvent was allowed to evaporate in low vacu
for 2 hours. The electrodes were then placed 4
apart in an electroformation chamber that was fil
with sucrose solution. An alternating electric field
magnitude 1 V/mm and a frequency of 10 Hz wa
applied for 2 hours. Then the magnitude and freque
of the alternating electric field was gradually reduc
first to 0.75 V/mm and 5 Hz (applied for 15 minutes
then to 0.5 V/mm and 2 Hz (applied for 15 minute
and finally to 0.25 V/mm and 1 Hz (applied fo
30 minutes). The contents of the electroformat
chamber were poured out into a plastic beaker
diluted with glucose solution. The solution containi
the liposomes was then placed into an observa
chamber made from a pair of cover glasses and se
by grease. The prepared liposomes were obse
by an inverted microscope with phase contrast op
(Zeiss IM 35).

Fig. 1a shows a bleb (black arrow) of the th
phospholipid tube. It can be seen that one end
the tube is attached to the bilayer membrane of
giant POPC liposome (Fig. 1b). The other end
the nanotube is attached to the glass surface of
observation chamber (Fig. 1c). The length of the tu
is several diameters of the liposome.

Fig. 2 shows transport of a small prolate bl
(black arrows) along the thin phospholipid tube.
the beginning the bleb was far away from the surf
of the giant liposome (Fig. 1a). The bleb mov
continuously toward the surface of the giant liposo
(Fig. 2a–c). In the vicinity of the surface of the gia
liposome the bleb started to oscillate slightly ba
and forth along the tube. Also, the shape and siz
the bleb changed, i.e., the bleb became elongated
appeared to lose volume. In the final stage the cont
of the bleb fused with the giant liposome (Fig. 2d).

We cannot say how the observed bleb of
phospholipid membrane was produced, however
speculate a following time course: immediately af
the process of electroformation, spherical liposom
are connected by a network of nanotubes [8]. Wh
we rinsed the liposomes into the observation cham
Fig. 1. A bleb (black arrow) of phospholipid tube (white arro
(a) that acts as a transport vesicle for the enclosed material.
end the phospholipid tube is attached to the bilayer membrane
while the other end of the tube is attached to the glass surface o
observation chamber (c).

a configuration where two liposomes were connec
by a thin tether was produced. Such configuratio
occasionally obtained and was previously obser
[8]. One of the liposomes was large, the other w
small. The small liposome may have attached
some defect (Fig. 1c) in the glass. There is alw
some slight convective current in the observat
chamber. This current caused the excess pressu
both liposomes. The movement of the larger liposo
caused the nanotube to straighten while the ex
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Fig. 2. Transport of a small phospholipid prolate bleb (black arr
along a thin phospholipid tube (white arrow). Note that the b
(transport vesicle) is an integral part of the tube membrane. S
bar, 10 µm.
pressure on the small liposome pushed it along
nanotube. The small liposome started moving a
became a bleb (Fig. 1a). We have followed the b
(transport vesicle) from the moment that we spot
it to the integration with the larger liposome (Fig. 2
for about half an hour. This observation started ab
an hour after the process of electroformation w
completed and the liposomes were gently rinsed
from the chamber where electroformation took pla
When spotted, the bleb was about halfway betw
the origin of the tube on the glass and the insert
of the tube on the larger liposome. It was movi
slowly toward the larger liposome retaining its sha
and size throughout. When the bleb reached the la
liposome (Fig. 2c), the current pressure eventu
pushed its contents through the neck connecting
bleb and the larger liposome.

There are related phenomena where beads c
sponding to transient excited states were produce
a sudden tension in the membrane tubes that is ind
either by laser tweezers [16] or by mechanical man
ulation [17] (see also [18]). No such procedure w
involved in our experiments. Our vesicles produc
by electroformation pertain to quasi-equilibrium sta
and not to transient excited states. We regard the b
(transport vesicles) that we report of as stable, wh
was of special interest to us. On the other hand, exc
states of the membrane [16] are relaxed after a ce
time (depending on the shape of the blebs; slight un
lations are relaxed in seconds while sphere-like bl
connected by thin tubular parts are relaxed in minu
[16]).

Small blebs (vesicles) of thin membrane tubes w
also observed in red blood cells. Blood was dra
from the authors and red blood cells were washed th
times. A few microlitres of the red blood cell stoc
suspension was pipetted into an Eppendorf tube c
taining a high pH buffer. Incubation of the red blo
cells at high pH resulted first in an echinocytic sha
transformation and microvesiculation. As incubat
continued, large spherical daughter vesicles were s
from the cell surface. The release of the rather la
vesicles was accelerated by addition of dibucaine.
exovesicles were in some cases connected by
tubular structures to the parent cell [11]. Fig. 3 show
small prolate bleb that was the integral part of the t
membrane tube connecting two membrane-enclo
parts of the red blood cell into which the cell disi
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-enclosed
pH
Fig. 3. A micrograph showing a small prolate vesicle (black arrow) of a red blood cell membrane tube connecting the two membrane
parts of a disintegrated red blood cell. The red blood cells were observed in isotonic physiological solution with added dibucaine at≈ 8.5.
Scale bar, 3 µm.
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Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of a possible mechanism of m
and nanotube directed traffic of transport vesicles between
membrane-enclosed compartments.

tegrated under the given external conditions. The b
of erythrocyte membrane tube (Fig. 3) was obser
for about half an hour during which it more or less
tained its size and shape.

Transport vesicles play a central role in the traffic
molecules between various membrane-enclosed c
partments of cellular secretory pathways and in
transport of materials taken up at the cell surface [1
In this work we observed that the transport vesic
(blebs) may travel along the nanotube attached to
giant liposome. The existence of small blebs of me
brane micro and nanotubes was also observed in
blood cells. Based on these results it can be an
pated that micro and nanotube directed transpor
vesicles (Fig. 4) could have an important role in t
selectivity of specific pathways of transport vesic
in cellular systems where the transport vesicles m
move specifically from one membrane enclosed co
partment to another compartment. As the nanotu
may be very thin (diameter below 50 nm) [8,9] t
connected vesicles may seem as diffusing freely in
solution. We have recently observed in erythrocy
that the daughter vesicles may be connected by
otubes to the parent cell [11]. The nanotubes could
be directly observed, however the vesicles moved s
chronously with the mother cell indicating their co
nection with the parent cell by nanotubes [11]. T
transport to the target point would be much more
ficient if the nanotubes directed the vesicles. In
present work, we would like to point to this possibilit

The observed blebs (Figs. 1–3) are large regard
intracellular mechanisms, however, we think that
same mechanism of the transport by blebs sho
be relevant also for smaller blebs, provided t
they are made stable. In the intracellular transp
the shape of transport vesicles may be addition
stabilized by mechanisms that are not present in
simple system of one-component liposomes, as
example by clathrin coating [20] or other protein a
lipid domain formation mechanism [21,22]. In th
transport, the contents of the nanotube and of the
are expected to mix, however, if the nanotube is v
thin, it could not contain much volume.

Since the nanotubes are difficult to visualize a
are also very fragile, the proposed mechanism
directed vesicle transport may have been overlooke
biological systems, though it could have an import
role in the function of the Golgi system and oth
cellular transport systems involving vesicles.
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